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Abstract. Many colleges and universities are paying more attention to
academic warning which warns large numbers of students who have un-
satisfactory academic performance. Academic warning becomes a new
part in the teaching management constitution but lacks of unified and
scientific standards under the establishment of this stipulation at present.
This paper solves the current setting of academic warning through well-
known methods lasso and ℓ1-norm support vector regression with ϵ-
insensitive loss function which can select key courses based on the failed
credits in one semester. The experiments are made on our collected a-
cademic warning datasets which are incomplete data. We impute them
with one nearest neighbor method. The experimental results show that
sparse regression is effective for colleges and universities to remind the
students of key courses.
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1 Introduction

With the continuous improvement of the whole education system, a large number
of colleges and universities adopt academic warning systems in student academ-
ic management. Academic warning has been one of computational education
science and problems [1]. Academic warning can monitor and supervise the s-
tudents’ study and promote them to learn consciously. As we know, different
courses have correspondingly different credits and the score of each course de-
cides whether the student can obtain the relevant credit. Whether a student is
warned can be based on the sum of the credits of all failed courses. In general,
each college or university warns the student by setting a credit line reasonably.
If the setting can be obtained through machine learning methods [2][3][4], it will
improve the performance of academic warning. Simultaneously, key course selec-
tion is also important. Key course selection is easily accomplished by traditional
statistical methods. However, some hidden information in data may be ignored.
For example, the failed student numbers of some courses are few but their scores
are low. Machine learning methods can take advantage of this information.

⋆ The first author and the second author contributed equally to this work.
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A vastly popular and successful approach in statistical modeling is to use reg-
ularization penalties in model fitting. The use of ℓ1 regularization for statistical
inference has become very popular over the last two decades. Tibshirani [5] pro-
posed the least absolute shrinkage and selection operator (lasso) technique which
uses an ℓ1-penalized likelihood for linear regression with independent Gaussian
noise, which involves minimizing the usual sum of squared error loss with ℓ1
regularization. The lasso has become the standard tool for sparse regression for
which its ℓ1 penalty leads to sparse solutions. That is, there are few nonzero
estimates. Sparse models are more interpretable and often preferred in the nat-
ural and social sciences. Much of the early effort has been dedicated to solving
the optimization problem efficiently [6][7][8]. Support vector machine is the most
popular algorithm for classification and regression. There is an important mod-
el called ℓ1-norm support vector regression (SVR) [9][10][11], which is used to
identify the critical features for regression. It can deal with the case where a
lot of noisy and redundant features are present. ℓ1-norm SVR can be regarded
as a linear programming (LP) problem. In fact, the ℓ1-norm SVR with Gaus-
sian loss function is equivalent to a lasso problem. In this paper, we select key
courses through well-known methods lasso and ℓ1-norm support vector regres-
sion with ϵ-insensitive loss function on our collected academic warning datasets.
The experimental results show that sparse regression can provide a new universal
method for colleges and universities to remind the students of key courses.

The structure of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce
two models ℓ1-norm SVR and lasso. Then data collection is also depicted in this
section. After reporting experimental results in Section 3, we give conclusions in
Section 4.

2 Model and Data Collection

In this section, we introduce two models ℓ1-norm SVR and lasso. Then we in-
troduce our collected academic warning datasets.

2.1 ℓ1-norm SVR

We give a brief outline of ℓ1-norm SVR. Suppose f(x̄): Rd → R that transforms
the input vector x̄ ∈ Rd to a real number f(x̄). SVR aims to estimate f(x̄) by
observing n training examples. Here we consider the linear case, f(x̄) = w̄⊤x̄+b,

where w̄ ∈ Rd, b ∈ R. Define that x =

(
x̄
1

)
, w =

(
w̄
b

)
. Then above formulation

can be written in the homogeneous form f(x) = w⊤x. The optimization objective
of ℓ1-norm SVR is

min ∥w∥1
s.t. yi = w⊤xi, i = 1, 2, . . . , n.

(1)

In practical applications. the output yi may be corrupted by some noise. A
number of loss functions L(x, y, f(x)) and a penalty term e⊤q can be introduced
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into (1) to deal with the noise. The formulation (1) can be updated to

min ∥w∥1 + Ce⊤q

s.t. L(xi, yi, f(xi)) ≤ qi, i = 1, 2, . . . , n, qi ≥ 0,
(2)

where C is non-negative constant controlling the tradeoff between the norm regu-
larization and penalty. Different loss functions are suitable for different problems.
The ϵ-insensitive loss function

L(x, y, f(x)) = max{|y − f(x)| − ϵ, 0} (3)

is one of the most commonly used loss functions, where ϵ is a parameter which
needs to be set in advance. The optimization objective is specified as

min ∥w∥1 + Ce⊤qi

s.t. |yi − w⊤xi| ≤ qi, i = 1, 2, . . . , n, qi ≥ 0.
(4)

This formulation can be solved as an LP problem. The Gaussian loss function

L(x, y, f(x)) =
1

2
(y − f(x))2 (5)

is appropriate to deal with the Gaussian-type noise. Then the optimization ob-
jective is specified as

min ∥w∥1 + Ce⊤qi

s.t. (yi − w⊤xi)
2 ≤ qi, i = 1, 2, . . . , n, qi ≥ 0.

(6)

The optimization objective cannot be regard as an LP problem but there exist
many efficient methods for solving it. One noteworthy fact is that with the
Gaussian noise, the notion of support vector is then meaningless.

2.2 Lasso

Given an input X ∈ Rn×d, each row of X represents an example, and an output
y ∈ Rn, the lasso is least square regression with ℓ1-norm regularization, which
attempts to solve the following optimization problem

min ∥w∥1 + C∥y −Xw∥22 (7)

where w is sparse, which means that most elements of w are zero. In fact, the
ℓ1-norm SVR with the Gaussian loss function is equivalent to a lasso problem.

2.3 Data Collection and Imputation

Academic warning datasets are collected by ourselves from a certain university.
They contain 28 datasets which represent the scores of students of class 1 and
class 2 of grade 2010 and grade 2011 in the seven semesters (one row represents
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one student and one column represents one course). The number of students
are 47, 51, 23 and 52 in four classes. The label represents the failed credits
of one student in one semester. However, there are a number of miss values
in these datasets. We use one nearest neighbor (1NN) to impute these missing
values. The 1NN method replaces the missing value in the data matrix with the
corresponding value from the nearest row. That is to say, it can identify the
most similar score to the current one with a missing value, and use the score as
a guess for the missing one. Dataset 201011 represents the scores of students of
class 1 of grade 2010 in the first semester. Dataset 201012 represents the scores
of students of class 1 of grade 2010 in the second semester. The names of other
datasets are analogous to the above ones.

3 Experiments and Results

We use lasso and ℓ1-norm SVR with the ϵ-insensitive loss function to select
features which have the most information. The nonzero values of w represent
key courses and the absolute value of element in w represents the importance of
course. If the absolute value of element in w is bigger, the corresponding course
is more important. In the lasso method, we use the lasso function in matlab
and select number of non-zero coefficients from small to large in the range of
integers until w emerges. In the ℓ1-norm SVR, we use the code in reference
[11] and select optimal parameter by grid search strategy until the sparseness of
w is smallest. The experimental results are list in Fig.1-Fig.28 (the horizontal
coordinate represents courses and the vertical coordinate represents vaules of
elements in w). The results of the lasso are represented by the white bar and
the results of ℓ1-norm SVR are represented by the green bar. For simplicity, we
analyze the results of the first four datasets in detail.

The dataset 201011 contains C programming, sports, military theory, psy-
chology, ideological and moral cultivation and legal basis, linear algebra, English,
introduction to computer science, experiments of introduction to computer and
advanced mathematic. In this semester, we use lasso to select key courses. The
results are advanced mathematic, English and C programming in descending
order. Then we use ℓ1-norm support vector regression to select key courses.
The results are advanced mathematic, introduction to computer science, C pro-
gramming, ideological and moral cultivation and legal basis, military theory and
experiments of introduction to computer. The true importance descending order
of courses is C programming, experiments of introduction to computer, advanced
mathematic, psychology, linear algebra according to the failed student number
of courses. We can find that the lasso method finds out key courses advanced
mathematic and C programming while ℓ1-norm support vector regression find-
s out key courses advanced mathematic, C programming and experiments of
introduction to computer.

The dataset 201012 contains outline of modern Chinese history, sports, pub-
lic elective course, college English, teaching media and technology, education,
module one, life sciences, computer programming practice, object-oriented pro-
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Fig. 1. Results of dataset 201011
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Fig. 2. Results of dataset 201012
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Fig. 3. Results of dataset 201013
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Fig. 4. Results of dataset 201014
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Fig. 5. Results of dataset 201015
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Fig. 6. Results of dataset 201016
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Fig. 7. Results of dataset 201017
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Fig. 8. Results of dataset 201021
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Fig. 9. Results of dataset 201022
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Fig. 10. Results of dataset 201023
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Fig. 11. Results of dataset 201024
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Fig. 12. Results of dataset 201025
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Fig. 13. Results of dataset 201026
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Fig. 14. Results of dataset 201027
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Fig. 15. Results of dataset 201111
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Fig. 16. Results of dataset 201112
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Fig. 17. Results of dataset 201113
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Fig. 18. Results of dataset 201114
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Fig. 19. Results of dataset 201115
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Fig. 20. Results of dataset 201116
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Fig. 21. Results of dataset 201117
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Fig. 22. Results of dataset 201121
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Fig. 23. Results of dataset 201122
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Fig. 24. Results of dataset 201123
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Fig. 25. Results of dataset 201124
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Fig. 26. Results of dataset 201125
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Fig. 27. Results of dataset 201126
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gramming (based on C++), object-oriented programming (based on java) and
advanced mathematic. We use lasso to select key courses. The results are life
sciences, advanced mathematic, college English, object-oriented programming
(based on java), computer programming practice and teaching media and tech-
nology in descending order. Then we use ℓ1-norm support vector regression to
select key courses. The results are outline of modern Chinese history, advanced
mathematic, college English, public elective course, module one, computer pro-
gramming practice in descending order. The true importance descending order
of courses is advanced mathematic, computer programming practice, object-
oriented programming (based on java), object-oriented programming (based on
C++) and college English according to the failed student number of courses.
We can find that the lasso method finds out key courses advanced mathemat-
ic, object-oriented programming (based on java), college English while ℓ1-norm
support vector regression finds out key courses advanced mathematic, computer
programming practice, college English.

The dataset 201013 contains C programming, sports, information technology
curriculum and teaching theory, confucianism and modern society, public elec-
tive course, the outline of history, classical Chinese culture, college English level
4, college Chinese, psychology, teachers spoken language, digital logic and exper-
iment, data structure, module one, an introduction to Mao Zedong thought and
the theory system of socialism with Chinese characteristics, material science,
discrete mathematics, linear algebra, basic principle of Marxism and advanced
mathematic. We use lasso to select key courses. The results are classical Chi-
nese culture, digital logic and experiment, C programming, information tech-
nology curriculum and teaching theory, public elective course, data structure,
college English level 4 and discrete mathematics in descending order. Then we
use ℓ1-norm support vector regression to select key course. The results are ma-
terial science, an introduction to Mao Zedong thought and the theory system
of socialism with Chinese characteristics, the outline of history, public elective
course, C programming, discrete mathematics, data structure, digital logic and
experiment in descending order. The true importance descending order of cours-
es is C programming, discrete mathematics, public elective course, digital logic
and experiment, data structure, information technology curriculum and teach-
ing theory, college English level 4, module one and material science according to
the failed student number of courses. We can find that the lasso method finds
out key courses C programming, discrete mathematics, public elective course,
digital logic and experiment, data structure, information technology curriculum
and teaching theory, college English level 4 while ℓ1-norm support vector regres-
sion finds out key courses C programming, discrete mathematics, public elective
course, digital logic and experiment, data structure, material science.

The dataset 201014 contains web application technology, windows applica-
tion design, sports, introduction to information system security, public elective
course, college English, college English (advanced), operating system, education-
al probation, probability theory and mathematical statistics, module one, ma-
terial science, algorithm analysis and design, computer composition and struc-
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ture, computer aided education, object-oriented programming (based on C++),
object-oriented programming (based on java), and advanced mathematic. We
use lasso to select key courses. The results are advanced mathematic, operat-
ing system, windows application design, computer composition and structure,
college English (advanced) and material science in descending order. We use ℓ1-
norm support vector regression to select key courses. The results are material
science, advanced mathematic, object-oriented programming (based on C++),
windows application design, object-oriented programming (based on java), prob-
ability theory and mathematical statistics, computer composition and structure,
operating system, college English (advanced), public elective course, computer
aided education and module one in descending order. The true importance de-
scending order of courses is windows application design, computer composition
and structure, operating system, probability theory and mathematical statistics,
advanced mathematic, public elective course, college English (advanced), algo-
rithm analysis and design, sports and object-oriented programming (based on
java) according to the failed student number of courses. We can find that the
lasso method finds out key courses windows application design, computer com-
position and structure, operating system, advanced mathematic, college English
(advanced) while ℓ1-norm support vector regression finds out key courses win-
dows application design, computer composition and structure, operating system,
public elective course, college English (advanced), object-oriented programming
(based on java).

Above all, we can conclude that the two methods can obtain comparatively
front key courses. In addition, the two methods can find out other courses for
which many students obtained low scores but they cannot be found by simple
statistics. This is a special advantage of machine learning methods that can
explore the hidden information of data. From all figures, ℓ1-norm SVR with ϵ-
insensitive loss function can select more key courses compared with the lasso
method in most cases.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we use lasso and ℓ1-norm SVR to select key courses on our collected
academic warning datasets. The experimental results show that the two methods
can obtain comparatively accurate key courses.
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